Date: 17.05.2011

To,
The Shipping Agents,

**Notice to trade — Cargo Commencing of Project Vessel.**

This is to bring to your notice that all the Project vessels calling at APPPL for discharge of Cargo should commence the cargo operation within two hours after the vessel has been made fast. Vessels which do not start the Cargo operation within the permissible time, a penal berth hire charge will be applicable as per the APPPL Port tariff. However, for removal of lashings in case cargo is to be discharged from the vessel, agents have to confirm from the vessel master the additional time required to remove the cargo lashings and to intimate the same to the Port prior to berthing of the vessel. Conversely for vessels loading Project cargo time required to complete cargo lashing is to be intimated to the Port before completion of the Cargo. Penal berth hire will be applicable if the vessel is not ready even after the expiry of such additional time allotted.

Thanking you

Yours truly

Capt. Achal Kumar Singh
Marine Head
For Adani Petronet Port Pvt Ltd,
(M) : +91 9925223657
Tel : +91-2641-253395/96
E-mail Id – achal.singh@adanicom